Thank you to those who attended the Early Career Networking Workshop on 9th January 2024, we are glad that you enjoyed it! Below is a collage of photos and feedback from the event.

Attendee feedback: What did you like about the workshop?

“Excellent quality of presentations”

“Very innovative! I really enjoyed both sessions!”

“Enthusiasm from presenters and hosts...lots of mildly interactive sessions that were not too overwhelming! Helpful and fun environment”

“Very interactive and engaging”

“Both speakers were great and covered different topics which also had some overlap so they aligned nicely with one another.”
“That it was quite interactive, forcing you to have a chat with peers. I am sure attending the conference starting tomorrow I will feel more comfortable after interacting with people in my same situation.”

“I really liked Erin's talk about social media and how to use it for science. I appreciated the honesty of the talk such as it's not easy and is a learning curve in itself!”